
Layout Rate Summary
Basic Layout: $5 USD/Page (base rate; 

includes bookmarking)

Indexing: +5% or +10% (see “Indexing 
“for details)

Additional Formats: $2.50 USD/Page

Manuscript Prep: +$1 USD/Page

Contact

trustrum@misfit-studios.com
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http://www.misfit-studios.com

Print and Digital Layout 
Services and Rates

Rather than work on an hourly rate that asks you to 
just take it on faith that I’m doing the work, I charge by 
the page for digital and print layout. My current rate is 
$5 USD/page. This also covers any minor changes and 
fixing any errors on my part after your initial proof.

If you have specific fonts you want used, you are re-
sponsible for any purchase or licensing fees.

Indexing
Creating an index is a laborious, time-consuming 

process, which is why many publishers opt to do with-
out. If you need an index added to your book from 
scratch, the final layout costs increase by +10%. Reduce 
this cost to +5% if you provide the index text and only 
need me to add the page numbers.

Additional Formats
The provided base rates for layout are based on a 

single resulting PDF, be it a standard portrait PDF for 
digital or print purposes or landscape “interactive” (for 
tablet/screen) layout. If you buy one PDF type, though, 
adding another type is half the original’s price (that is to 
say, $2.50 USD/page.)

If you want, I can also provide a print-friendly (black 
and white, no background images, etc.) version of the 
portrait PDF at no additional cost. I will also replace any 
interior color art with line art or greyscale art you pro-
vide for this purpose.

Significant Changes /
Additional Costs

If you require significant changes on a portion 
of work I’ve already completed, it is at my discretion 
whether an additional cost will be charged. This per-
tains to changes made by the client after work has be-
gun. This could include, for example, adding new con-
tent or changing their mind about the fonts they want to 
use and thus altering pagination. Any such additional 
charge will be discussed and must be approved before 
any such changes are made.

Misfit Studios 
Services Rates Card

mailto:trustrum%40misfit-studios.com?subject=Re%3A%20Misfit%20Studios%20Services
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/StevenTrustrum
https://plus.google.com/communities/117116792335504371373
http://www.misfit-studios.com
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Preparing a manuscript that is far from layout ready 
may result in a cost increase. This means the work is 
missing the appropriate layout tags, there are line spac-
es added between paragraphs that have to be removed, 
etc. If you prefer, I can tell you what the problems are so 
you can fix them yourself. If the issues are so severe that 
I’ll essentially be prepping the entire manuscript for lay-
out, that is considered an entirely different, supplemen-
tary service (see Additional Costs, Services and Rates.)

Art Services and Rates

I provide a variety of services related to art and 
trade dress. Although I am not an illustrator, I can 
suggest several if you need help finding someone for 
your project.

Image Preparation /
Graphic Design

If you need images manipulated, page backgrounds 
designed, trade dress/titles added to your cover art, etc., 
let’s talk. Rates depend on what you need, whether any 
font licensing is required, etc.

Digital Colouring
I provide simple digital colouring services. Typical-

ly, colouring a single character with no background and 
one-quarter page in size is $10 USD. Prices range from 
this point depending upon size and complexity. (See at-
tached samples to follow.) 

Additional Costs, 
Services and Rates

The following additional services are also available.

Manuscript Preparation
Manuscript preparation for layout is also available. 

This is primarily for publishers who are not familiar 
with how a manuscript must be formatted and “tagged” 
(meaning codes added to indicate heading styles, side-

bars, image locations, etc.) for layout. Typically, consid-
ering all standard editing is already done, this increases 
the cost of layout by $1 USD/page.

Art Direction
Do you have a manuscript and art budget but no 

idea how to get the art done or not enough time to do 
it? I’ve over a decade’s experience as an art director for 
Misfit Studios’ products. The cost is negotiable after a 
discussion of what you need and how much of it.

Editing
Did you write the manuscript yourself or are you 

self-aware enough to know you don’t have what it takes 
to edit it on your own? Did your editor bail on you? Not 
to worry -- I’ve plenty of proofing and editing experi-
ence, too.

Prices are negotiated on just what you want to be 
done and how much content there is. (As a baseline, fig-
ure on $0.01 or $0.02 USD/word.)

Resources Used

I use the latest Adobe InDesign and Photoshop soft-
ware (PC.)

Communications

While doing layout, I will make myself as available 
as possible to answer questions and provide samples of 
the on-going work. I will also be certain to ask any ques-
tions that arise about the work-in-progress as soon as 
possible.

Payment

All payments are to be made via Paypal within 30 
days of the work’s completion. It is at my discretion to 
begin charging an additional 10% per week of nonpay-
ment beyond this.
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Better Mousetrap 3e
Various pages from this Mutants and Masterminds 3e sourcebook. I’ve included a variety of different formats, 

including tables and indicators of text interaction with sidebars, tables, and art.

This book was 290+ pages, included both a colour and black and white portrait (standard) versions, as well as 
a landscape (screen-oriented), interactive version for tablets. All told, layout took me about a week to complete, 
proof, and test all versions.

(I also created the “Better Mousetrap” logo that appears on the credits page, to the left.)

If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

Layout Samples

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS5004-3e_Page_002.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS5004-3e_Page_004.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS5004-3e_Page_084.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS5004-3e_Page_095.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS5004-3e_Page_258.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS5004-3e_Page_274.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

The Spellweaver (Pathfinder Edition)
Aside from layout, I created the page background, chapter heading background, and coloured the art.

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0009-PF_Page_08.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0009-PF_Page_09.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0009-PF_Page_16.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0009-PF_Page_45.jpg
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The Adequate Commoner
Here are examples of layout for the screen. I made the title graphic, and coloured the last 2 images.

If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0021-Interactive_Page_001.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0021-Interactive_Page_027.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0021-Interactive_Page_029.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS0021-Interactive_Page_114.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

Page Background 
Samples

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/cogback.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/interiorpageBG.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/MIS9002commonbg.jpg
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/PD46FX_background.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

All of the following images are original pieces commissioned by Misfit Studios or commercially available stock 
art. Either way, the illustrations were by someone else and I coloured them all in Photoshop.

Army of Revolutions Demon from “Armed Force”
Line art by Nathan Rosario

Colouring Samples

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/AoR-Demon.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

Purifiers from “Your World No Longer: Mutants” M&M 3e
Line art by Mancerbear

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/YWNL-mutant-2.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

Winter Wolf Attack from “Adequate commoner”
Line art by Daniel Sguiglia

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/winter-wolf.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

Lasso Zombie from “Your World No Longer: zombies” M&M 3e
Line art by Scott Harshbarger

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/Lasso-Zombie-I300.jpg
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If you are online, click on an image to see a larger sample.

Image Portfolio Stock Art © Louis Porter Jr., Design

http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/rates/tesla.jpg
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